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Lesson Plan Overview, Part I

Introduction: Kyle Schultz
 Middle and High School Math Teacher (Ohio)
 Ph.D. in Mathematics Education (U. Georgia)
 Mathematics Teacher Educator (JMU  UMW)
 Interests:
 Making mathematical thinking visible and helping 

students make sense of mathematics
 Using technology to enrich students’ mathematical 

thinking



Setting the Tone

One of my favorite quotations:

My definition of a good teacher has since 
changed from “one who explains things so well 
that students understand” to “one who gets 
students to explain things so well that they 
can be understood.” 
Steven C Reinhart, Mathematics Teacher, Chippewa Falls Middle School (Wisconsin)



Lesson Plan Overview, Part I

Learning Goals for This Session
 Participants will review and discuss the lesson plan 

template to be used in this project.
 Participants will review and discuss the evaluation 

rubric for lesson plans.
 Participants will evaluate a provided lesson plan 

using the rubric.



First Take

With your neighbor(s), discuss:
 What are your current lesson planning practices?
 How do you decide what to teach and how you will 

teach it? 
 How do you document your plans?

 What resource(s) do you use when you plan 
lessons?



Lesson Plan Template

My Goals: 
• Backwards design
• Maintaining RMIN’s content and motivational 

focus 
• Honoring a variety of lesson structures and 

pedagogies
• Ensure sufficient detail for review and replication



Pre-Plan
Thinking Deeply About the Result First

Mathematics Content 
What mathematical concepts and 
procedures will students learn? 
How are these mathematical ideas 
important and useful? (Real-world, 
classroom contexts) 

Prior Topics 
What mathematical concepts and 
procedures must students understand 
in order to be successful with this 
topic? 

Mathematical Understanding 
In what ways can students 
understand (or misunderstand) the 
mathematics in this lesson? (Common 
strategies, explanations, and errors.) 

Learning Goals
What observable outcomes will the 
students demonstrate as a result of 
the lesson? How will these outcomes 
be individually formatively assessed? 



Lesson Plan
Documenting How the Result will be Achieved

Segment Name (Time) Segment Description (Teacher and 
Student Actions) 

• The mathematical tasks to be used 
• Instructions for activities and transitions between activities 
• Key discussion and assessment questions (and anticipated responses) 
• Areas of focus for the teacher when monitoring student work 
• Expected actions of the students 
• Anticipated mathematics-related student questions and comments 

Could another teacher pick up your plan and teach this 
lesson in the way you intended?



Post-Plan
Covering All the Bases

Learners’ Mathematical 
Actions 

Briefly describe how this lesson 
intentionally enables students 
to: 
• formulate, represent, and 

solve challenging problems? 
• reason about the 

mathematical idea and 
procedures? 

• communicate their 
reasoning? 

Learners’ Motivation 
towards Mathematics

Briefly describe how this lesson 
intentionally enables students 
to: 
• develop growth mindset and 

self-efficacy in mathematics 
(Expectancy) 

• identify why achieving the 
learning objectives is 
important, useful, and 
worthwhile (Value) 

Learner and Situational 
Factors 

Briefly describe how this lesson 
addresses any potentially 
relevant individual and/or 
contextual factors that may 
impact students’ learning. 



Second Take

With your neighbor(s), discuss:
 With what part(s) of the lesson plan template do 

you feel the most comfortable? 
 What parts(s) of the template will present the 

biggest challenges?
 What questions do you have at this point?



Lesson Plan Rubric

My Goals: 
• Alignment with the lesson plan template
• Models our mindset
• Provides incremental steps towards each goal
• Simple to understand and use



Overarching Criteria
Professionalism on Display

Completeness and Clarity

Does this plan include everything another teacher would need to 
successfully teach your lesson? Is there enough detail so that another 
teacher would teach it in the way you intended?

Appearance

Would you be proud to share this lesson plan with your principal? With 
parents of your students? With teachers from other districts you meet at a 
professional conference?



Design Criteria
Planning for Success

Alignment

Does the plan focus on the targeted standard?

Learning Goals

Do the goals clearly represent behaviors that demonstrate what the 
students need to learn?

Formative Assessments

Do you have a way to determine whether each student has met the goals 
for the lesson?



Mathematics Criteria
Sound Foundation of Content

Correctness

Is the mathematics correct? Will it enable students to struggle and make 
productive mistakes?

Engagement

Who is doing the “heavy lifting” with respect to the mathematical work 
during the lesson, the teacher or the students?



Motivation Criteria
Establishing Expectancy and Value

Self-Efficacy

Does the lesson reinforce productive beliefs about students’ abilities to do 
mathematics?

Mindset

Do the students gain insight about how we learn mathematics and the value 
of effort and making mistakes in the learning process?

Value

Is the mathematics important, useful, and worthwhile?



Third Take

With your neighbor(s), discuss:
 With which part(s) of the rubric do you feel the 

most confident in using? 
 What parts(s) of the rubric will be the most 

challenging to use?
 What questions do you have about the rubric?



Your Turn

Using the rubric, evaluate the exemplar lesson 
plan:
 For each criterion, provide a rating
 Briefly justify each rating you assign
 In a few minutes, you will be given a chance to 

discuss your ratings with your partner(s)



Whole-Group Discussion

Key Questions:
 What were the strengths and weaknesses of this 

lesson plan?
 In what ways was the evaluation process easy? In 

what ways was it difficult? 
 What additional support can we provide to 

support you in evaluating future lesson plans?
 Additional thoughts and questions?
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